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IBIZA INU was born in November 2021 with the goal of being a decentralized  project with
its true purpose for the community and bringing  fun to crypto. Through its developments
and experience it has outgrown the original concept and has evolved into a well
recognized project on ibiza.

The project started  as "memecoin" on the Ethereum network that took a different
approach, IBU is still an unique "community focused" project that intends  to contribute to
the "financial freedom movement" in a exciting and serious way. In the beginning  we were
aiming for 8 usecases in crypto space and in the real world.

IBIZA INU (IBU) now evolved to be an utillity token on the Polygon (MATIC) network with 
12 serious usecases. IBIZA INU is connected with a diverse range of local partners on ibiza. 

We have made the transition from the Ethereum network to the Polygon network because
of the low transaction costs for the users and scale ability of our upcoming services.

THE CREATION & EVOLUTION 

IBIZA INU introduces investors,  IBU  members and 'HODLers" to next genenation
concepts such as utility NFT's, Digital Art Galleries, Gaming, Crypto events, Staking
rewards, HODL perks, Augmented Reality, Immersive Technology and much more...
intending to support local charities and building a crypto academy accessible for everyone
holding the IBU NFTS and IBIZA INU tokens.

THE DEX LAUNCH OF IBIZA INU WAS REALIZED IN OCTOBER 2022



FREEDOM
The goal is to be free, both in our mind-set and financially. We can achieve this by uniting
together, making our voices heard and sharing our ideas. Crypto is a vast platform that
can take many forms. IBIZA INU has no borders, there are no limits to our freedom. 

COLLECTIVE
A fundamental foundation for this project is that this utility token provides everyone
inclusion to the collective. IBIZA INU is about community impact, participation &
contribution. We focus on fun and creativity alongside artists, musicians & rare talents.
Learning & earning together is one of our goals. IBU members will be able to vote on plans
for the project, including supporting diverse local charities that will be selected in the DAO.

LOYALTY
Loyalty is a strong value we believe in, held steadfast in determination, tenacity and trust,
in each other and in ourselves. Getting started is the hardest part of any project, but
having an authentic & loyal team makes all the difference.

TRANSPARENCY
This project is open from A to Z, Everything is visible on the blockchain  and if it is not
clear, every question will be answered. Our socials are open and all questions, ideas and
suggestions are taken seriously and are very much appreciated.

TECHNOLOGY
We strive to work with the latest technologies and constantly keep innovating with our
skilled teammembers, developers and designers in order to deliver quality content and
guarding on-chain security.

DECENTRALIZATION
We aim to be a completly decentralized autonomous organization where all users and
members have  voting rights and access in the ibu platform runned by voting proposals
locked in smart contracts.
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VALUES
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THE ROADMAP

PHASE 1 - PRELAUNCH
* ✔  IBU paper 1.0
* ✔  First medium article
* ✔  Roadmap 1.0 
* ✔  Website 2.0 launch 
* ✔  Marketing Plan Roll-out 
* ✔  777 IBU Tribe members 
* ✔  Privatesale & Presale
* ✔  Partners & Ambassadors 
* ✔  Social Media Push 

PHASE  3 - IBU PLATFORM
* ✔  IBU Paper 2.0
* ✔  IBU MEMBERS CLUB
* ✔  Website 3.0 Launch (Beta)
* New NFT Collections
* IBU Platform 1.0 Launch
* Coingecko & CMC Listing
* Staking & Competitions
* IBU merch webshop
* 5.000+ IBU Tribe members

PHASE 5 - PLAYGROUND
* KING IBU - THE GAME (Beta)
* IBU Tribe events
* 50.000+ IBU Tribe Members
* IBU BLOCKCHAIN + Wallets
* KIBU Crypto Academy

PHASE 2 - LAUNCH
* ✔  Reddit publication 
* ✔  Golden Airdrop 
* ✔  Premium NFT's drop 
* ✔  Promo Campaign 
* ✔  Small listing sites 
* ✔  IBIZA INU (IBU) launch
* ✔  Uniswap listing
* CERTIK Audit
* LP Competitions

PHASE  4 - EXPANSION
* KING IBU (KIBU) launch
* Icons on IBIZA
* Adoption of IBU & KIBU
* International Ambassadors
* IBU merch webshop 2.0
* Full IBU Platform 2.0
* Charity program roll out
* Early Investors Event
* 10.000+ IBU Tribe Members

PHASE  6 - FREEDOM
* KING IBU - THE GAME Launch
* 100.000+ IBU Tribe Members
* IBU Launchpad
* IBIZA INU to the Moon
* Space marketing (Xi Protocol)

CHECK OUR TELEGRAM AND DISCORD FOR NEW UPDATES AND PROGRESS
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TOKENOMICS

700.000.000.000 reserved for The IBIZA INU Community (70%)
  70.000.000.000 reserved for Core team & Development (7%)
  50.000.000.000 reserved for Design Team, Extern Devs & Advisors (5%)
  50.000.000.000 reserved for Partnerships, Promotion & Airdops (5%)
  40.000.000.000 reserved for Private sale for Ibiza Residents (4%)
  40.000.000.000 reserved for Presale on Unicrypt (4%)
  30.000.000.000 reserved for Selected & Voted Charity Projecs (3%)
  20.000.000.000 reserved for Seed Investors (2%)

Token distribution

Polygon (MATIC) Verified Contract: 0xA8e0691420bDe0cf9b32B2773CCfF8c029441F24

Tokens will be allocated in the following percentages:

350.000.000 of the IBIZA INU tokens are locked for 365 days in the pinksale protocol 
All Core team tokens are also locked for 1 year.

IBIZA INU (IBU) is an ERC-20 utility token on the Polygon (MATIC) Network
Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000 (1 Trillion)

SEED

CORE TEAM

IBU  COMMUNITY

DESIGN TEAM 

CHARITY

PARTNERS

PRIVATE SALE

PRESALE

https://polygonscan.com/address/0xA8e0691420bDe0cf9b32B2773CCfF8c029441F24


NFTs
The first special IBU MEMBERSCLUB NFT collection is currently live and several new NFT
collections are in production created by local artist, including AR (augmented reality) &
Music NFTs from Ibiza DJs & music artists. The NFTs are mintable and can be traded on
OPENSEA and various other NFT platforms. Created by our dedicated design team and
other famous artists from Ibiza.

IBU MEMBERS CLUB
Holding a IBU MC NFT gives you acces to a full new web3 environment that hosts exclusive
services and events for IBU NFT holders and for those who stake certain amount of IBU
tokens in order to have access to special perks & benefits.

MERCHANDISE
We plan to sell high quality summer wear & cool items designed by our NFT artists. The
first collection will drop in July 2023

EVENTS
We will be organizing exciting crypto events/parties and NFT Art-galleries hosted by IBIZA
INU on various locations in collaboration with our official partners. Coming soon...

CHARITY
We intend to support diverse local projects and the less fortunate on Ibiza. 
3% of the total token supply will be reserved for charity goals, such as local animal shelters
and working with existing charity foundations.

IBU PAY
Crypto cards to pay and enjoy special offers with all the official partners, to be released in
2023.
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IBU ECOSYSTEM



STAKING PLATFORM
Our complete Web3 staking platform where holders can lock (stake)  IBIZA INU (IBU)
tokens in different time frames to earn KING IBU (KIBU) and have more perks in the IBU
ECOSYSTEM.

CRYPTO ACADEMY
Crypto education specially design for the younger generations & newbies, where we
provide online lessons and tools to understand the exciting world of crypto regarding
payments, utilities, security, innovations and solutions.

LAUNCHPAD
Kickstarting other crypto projects related to Ibiza where we can assist and boost
interesting start ups.

THE DAO
IBIZA INU aims to create a DAO for the whole community. A decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO), an entity with no central leadership. Decisions get made from the
bottom-up, governed by the members in the IBIZA INU community organized around a
specific set of rules enforced on the blockchain.

IBUVERSE & GAMING
Entering the Metaverse, IBIZA INU avatars come to life in this interactive playground in this
digital world the blockchain, where our partners can showcase their products and services
in the Metaverse. More to be revealed in 2023.

IBU MANSION
A dedicated location in Ibiza with rooms filled with immersive technology where IBU
holders can view special IBU NFTs and redeem artpieces & objects  created by one of our
special partners. Planned opening in summer 2024.
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IBU ECOSYSTEM
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THE FIRST IBU NFT COLLECTION

7777 Special IBU MEMBERS CLUB NFTS 

Created by Alessandro Lapelledoca!! 
Tattoo artist, Painter, Graphic Illustrator & NFT Creator, from Inkadelic Tattoo Studio Ibiza

This colorful collection represents the artistic vibe & party scene, its diversity & freedom of
the people coming for holidays or living in Ibiza! 

All is possible in Ibiza, no matter where you come from…This collection holds some of
Ibiza's iconic features and unique accessoires with various rarity levels. 

Holding one or more of the special IBU MC NFTs will give you access to many perks and
benefits within the IBU ECOSYSTEM, More special editions of Ibiza icons will be added
during the minting process.

MINT YOUR IBU MC NFT HERE
https://www.mintables.club/m/ibu-members-club

CHECK OUT  THE MINTED COLLECTION ON OPENSEA.IO
https://opensea.io/collection/ibu-members-club

https://www.mintables.club/m/ibu-members-club
https://opensea.io/collection/ibu-members-club
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KING IBU

This special character is known as KING IBU. He is part of the initial IBIZA INU concept and
you will see him more often. We haven't revealed much about him yet, but just look at the
roadmap and expect the unexpected. More details will be released in the Discord...

Total Supply: 10.000.000 (10 Million)

King Ibu has his own token that can be earned within the staking platform and within the entire
IBU ECOSYSTEM. He will be part of the KIBU Crypto Academy and the IBUVERSE.

Meet KING IBU (KIBU) 
View the verified contract on polygon scan.
0x656ca2b9500f9e24db6ea9bb134e880d0d466c0a

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x656ca2b9500f9e24db6ea9bb134e880d0d466c0a


Holding a IBU MC NFT gives you access to a full new web3 environment that hosts
exclusive services and events for IBU NFT holders and for those who stake certain amount
of IBU tokens in order to have access to special perks & benefits such as property rentals,
restaurants, car hire, chauffeur service, yacht charters & many more, including rare NFT
membership card. The IBU MEMBERS CLUB website & back-end is in development.

PERKS & BENEFITS

 * Exclusive access to IBU MEMBERS CLUB 
 * Web3 access with IBU MC NFT
 * First choice & premium price in future IBU NFT Collections
 * Voting rights in IBU DAO
 * Access to Crypto Academy 
 * Access to IBU Gaming Platform
 * Different types of tiers in the IBU Staking platform 
 * Special deals on offer with the main Official IBU Partners 

WHEN STAKING IBIZA INU
 

 * Access to Exclusive IBU Events
 * Access to Private Parties in Ibiza on luxurious locations
 * Premium choice selection of real estate on Ibiza provided by our partners
 * Earning KING IBU (KIBU) tokens
 * Priority Access to VIP Tables in all the venues in Ibiza
 * Access to 24/7 365 Days service in Ibiza with our Official IBU Partner: The Concierge Ibiza
 * The option to pay all your expenses & needs with IBIZA INU  
 * Our own internal payment service
 * Premium IBU MEMBERS CLUB Card holder
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THE IBU MEMBERS CLUB
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OFFICIAL PARTNERS

INKADELIC TATTOOS - Tattoo & Piercing Studio
EIBYS Luxury & Dreams - Exclusive real estate & Rentals
BE REAL IBIZA - Concierge & Events
MACRO INTECH - Phone & Laptop Repair Shop
IBIZA SEA SCHOOL - Boat & Jetski Licence
NUI - Art Gallery & Nightclub
THE ZOO PROJECT - Exclusive Events
SUMERIA CREATIONS - 3D Modelling & Artwork
CASA DE ROSA - Serbian Restaurant
RIAS ATENEA - German / Dutch restaurant
EL DESEO - 3 Mexican Restaurants
GRAFICAS PITUSIAS - Media Printing
BOOZE24 - 24h Delivery Service all over the island
33 SACRED STONES - Handmade Jewelry made in IBIZA
ON TECHNOLOGY - Phone & Laptop Repair Shop
LA MEDIA LUNA - Lunchroom
L'ALBUFERA - Spanish Restaurant
THE FAMILY FIRST - Barbershop & Tattoo Studio
ILL GATO E LA VOLPE - Italian Restaurant
THE CONCIERGE IBIZA - Exclusive real estate & Rentals
ENJOY - Food & Drinks
RR BEAUTY SALON - Barber & Beauty Salon
CONTRABANDO - Cocktail Bar
CAFE DE HOECK - Dutch Bar 
WELCOME TO UNREALITY - Recordstore

Currently we have 25 official partners in ibiza, after the token launch of IBIZA INU,
holders will be able to pay with IBIZA INU tokens for the selected products and services.
Users of IBIZA INU can enjoy  discounts up to 20% and have acces to special offers by
showing their IBU MC NFT. We are still in the process of setting the right parameters and
perks for the partners and customers. Some of the partners already offer discounts on IBU
NFT display.. More info & updates can be found in the Discord.

At first customers will be able to pay with their crypto wallet via apps such as Metamask,
Trustwallet or coinbase wallet, the next step will be the integration of the IBU Pay Card.
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THE DAO

IBIZA INU aims to create a DAO for the whole community, a decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO)  is an entity with no central leadership. Decisions get made from the
bottom-up, governed by the members in the IBIZA INU community organized around a
specific set of rules enforced on the blockchain.

DAOs are internet-native organizations collectively owned and managed by their
members. We will have built-in treasuries that are only accessible with the approval of our  
members. Decisions will be made via proposals which  the members in our discord group
can vote on during a specified period.

The IBU DAO works without hierarchical management and can have a large number of
purposes. Proposals will be created within our IBU platform.

How does a DAO work?

As mentioned above, a DAO is an organization where decisions get made from the
bottom-up; a collective of members owns the organization. There are various ways to
participate in a DAO, usually through the ownership of the IBU token or NFT.

DAO operate using smart contracts, which are essentially chunks of code that
automatically execute whenever a set of criteria are met. Smart contracts are deployed
within the IBU Platform.

These smart contracts establish the DAO’s rules. Those with a stake in the DAO then get
voting rights and may influence how the organization operates by deciding on or creating
new governance proposals. Members will have to stake IBU tokens

This model prevents the IBU DAO from being spammed with proposals: A proposal will
only pass once the majority of stakeholders approve it. How that majority is determined
varies from proposal and is specified in our smart contracts.

The IBU DAO  will be fully autonomous and transparent. Since its  built on open-source
blockchain, anyone will be able to vieuw our code. Anyone can also audit our built-in
treasuries, as the blockchain records all financial transactions.
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THE DEDICATED TEAM

IBU CORE TEAM

DESIGN TEAM

MARKETING TEAM

BORIS DE KONING ALESSANDRO ALEC DELENS

DAVINCI ARNI HIRO ENOKI

DJ KOLUMBUS MARVIN BEYERGRETSENIA

PAM LEOPOLDO DAN MARCIANO

FEATURED NFT ARTISTS

Founder, Blockchain Specialist
NFT Creator

Tattoo Artist, Graphic Illustrator
NFT Designer & Creator

Advisor, Project Developer
Official Partner

3D Art Director & Designer
NFT Creator

3D Art Director & Developer
NFT Creator

Art & Storyboard Designer
NFT Illustrator

Techno Dj
IBU Ambassador

House Dj
IBU Ambassador

Crypto Specialist
IBU Ambassador

Artist, NFT Collection Artist, NFT Collection DJ, MUSIC NFTs 

LEILI HUTH
 

SABIN HERTZ
 

JOSH SHORE
 FIncubator, Advisor

Community Catalist
 

Blockchain Engineer
Financial Technology Consultant

 

ATransmedia Producer
Strategic Partner

 

VIVO GAL GRABBY
Artist, NFT Creator
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GET IN TOUCH

VISIT OUR LINKTREE TO SEE ALL OUR SOCIALS & DOCUMENTS
CLICK HERE

FOR BUSINESS INQUIRIES OR PARTNERSHIPS

ibizainu@pm.me

IBIZA INU IS POWERED BY IBU TECH S.L.
REGISTRATED IN IBIZA

https://linktr.ee/ibizainu
mailto:ibizainu@pm.me

